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Abstract—Elementary flux modes are a class of metabolic
pathways in the metabolic network of the biological cell. Ele-
mentary flux modes have a broad use ranging from the studying
of cellular capability to the application in metabolic engineering
for the design of efficient microorganism strains. The Nullspace
Algorithm is an iterative, putatively NP-hard algorithm, u sed for
the computation of elementary flux modes. To be able to compute
elementary flux modes in large genome-scale networks an efficient
and scalable parallelization of the algorithm is needed. Wepro-
pose and implement a parallel Nullspace Algorithm using Global
Arrays library with the goal to attain better memory and time
scalability. We time the execution of the implementation and ex-
plore the time and memory scalability. Software and resultscited
in the paper are available at http://elmocomp.sourceforge.net

I. I NTRODUCTION

The phenotype of a biological cell can be studied by means
of exploring cellular biochemical reactions. Small chemical
compounds, known asmetabolites, can be ingested and se-
creted across the cellular membrane by means of transport
reactions. Within the cellular cytoplasm, nucleus and other
organelles, the metabolites are being used in hundreds of inter-
connected reactions as either their substrates or products. Each
single reaction converts one group of substrate metabolites
into another group of product metabolites. The amount of
metabolite used in a reaction either as substrate or product
is expressed in units of moles. This collection of biochemical
reactions and their interactions forms ametabolic network.
A reaction with metabolites lying on the opposite side of a
membrane is considered as external (or exchange) reaction.
Otherwise, a reaction with all of its metabolites within the
cytoplasm or some other organelle exclusively is considered
to be an internal reaction. Them×q stoichiometry matrix,N ,
is used to quantitatively represent the metabolic network with
m internal metabolites andq reactions. The element inith row
and jth column of N represent the amount in moles of the
ith metabolite consumed or produced by thejth reaction. Each
biochemical reaction is controlled or catalyzed by one or more
enzymes and is characterized by its speed, otherwise known
as areaction flux rate. Flux rate values for all theq reactions
in the metabolic network are collected into ametabolic flux
vectorrq×1. It is often assumed that the concentration of the
metabolites internal to the metabolic network is constant in
time [1], hence the mass-balance constraint may be imposed in

the form of the matrix-vector equationNr = 0. Metabolic net-
work reactions may be reversible or irreversible, where theflux
of every irreversible reaction must be non-negative. Hence, an
additional thermodynamic constraint must be imposed on the
elements of the metabolic flux vector corresponding to the
irreversible reactions asri ≥ 0, wherei ∈ irrev are indices
of the irreversible reactions.

An elementary flux mode [2], [3] is a metabolic flux
vector r which, in addition to satisfying mass-balance and
thermodynamic constraints, also has a minimal possible set
of active reactions, i.e. reactions with non-zero elements. This
meets the requirement of so-called genetic independence. In
other words, there are no two elementary flux modes where
the set of indices of non-zero elements in one mode is a subset
of the indices of non-zero elements in the other mode.

Algorithm 1: [EFM ] = NullspaceAlg(N,R)

Input:
reduced stoichiometry matrix(Nm×q)
initial nullspace matrix (basis for right nullspace)

Rq×(q−m) =

[

R
(bit)

(q−m)×(q−m)

R
(real)

m×(q−m)

]

=

[

I(q−m)×(q−m)

R
(real)
m×(q−m)

]

Output:
matrix of elementary flux modesEFMq×nEms

1: nEms = q −m
2: for currReac = q −m+ 1 to q do
3: {current nullspace matrix is

R
(currReac)

q×(nEms)
=

[

R
(bit)
(currReac−1)×nEms

R
(real)
(q−currReac+1)×nEms

]

}

4: [pInd, nInd]
= ScanRealValuedEfm(currReac,R(real))

5: [cPInd, cNInd]
= GenerateEFMCands(currReac, pInd, nInd,R(bit))

6: [cPInd, cNInd]
= Sort&RemoveDuplicates

(currReac, cPInd, cNInd, R(bit))
7: [cPInd, cNInd]

= RankTests(N, cPInd, cNInd, R(bit))
8: [R(bit), R(real)]

= ExpandEfm(cPInd, cNInd,R(bit), R(real))
9: nEms = size(R(real), 2)

10: end for
11: return R(bit,q)

http://elmocomp.sourceforge.net


Computing the number of elementary flux modes for even
medium-size metabolic networks using the previously pro-
posed Nullspace Algorithm ([4]) is a prohibitively expensive
task. While some related subproblems have been proven to
be NP-hard, the complexity of this algorithm has not been
established yet [5], [6]. Previous experiments demonstrated
that the number of computed elementary flux modes tends to
grow exponentially with the dimension of the stoichiometry
matrix, while the number of intermediately generated modes
is polynomial in the size of the final set of accepted elementary
modes.

Algorithm 2: [EFM ]=CombParallelNullspaceAlg(N,R)

Input:
reduced stoichiometry matrix- Nm×q

initial nullspace matrix- Rq×(q−m) =

[

R
(bit)
(q−m)×(q−m)

R
(real)
(m)×(q−m)

]

Output:
matrix of elementary flux modesEFMq×nEms

1: nEms = q −m
2: for currReac = q −m+ 1 to q do
3: {current nullspace matrix is

R
(currReac)
q×(nEms) =

[

R
(bit)

(currReac−1)×nEms

R
(real)
(q−currReac+1)×nEms

]

}

4: [pInd, nInd] = ScanRealValuedEfm(currReac,R(real))
5: [cPInd, cNInd]

= ParallelGenerateEFMCands

(currReac, pInd, nInd,R(bit))
6: [cPInd, cNInd]

= Sort&RemoveDuplicates

(currReac, cPInd, cNInd, R(bit))
7: [cPInd, cNInd]

= RankTests(N, cPInd, cNInd,R(bit))
8: [cPInd, cNInd]

= Communicate&Merge(cPInd, cNInd,R(bit))
9: [R(bit), R(real)]

= ExpandEfm(cPInd, cNInd, R(bit), R(real))
10: nEms = size(R(real), 2)
11: end for
12: return R(bit,q)

Motivation: A major motivation to use the Global Arrays
library comes from its ability to provide the global view of the
distributed memory, which largely facilitates the development
of the software with improved memory scalability. In many
cases algorithms have a more straightforward and easier par-
allel implementation in a shared memory than in distributed
memory systems. Using the MPI library without relying on
Global Arrays, one may need to organize the communication
of the data into numerous MPI collective operations in order
to attain uniform partitioning of the data and achieve good
time scalability. These reasons, as well as some other features
of the Global Arrays library mentioned later in this paper,
have allowed us to design an improved parallel implementation
of the algorithm for the computation of the elementary flux
modes.

In this paper we propose an improved parallel Nullspace
Algorithm used to compute elementary flux modes using the

Global Array library and try to attain good memory and time
scalability. SectionII outlines the previous work in the area of
serial and parallel Nullspace Algorithm development. Section
III outlines the proposal for the parallel Nullspace Algorithm
utilizing Global Arrays. SectionIV shows the results obtained
for the case ofSacharomyces cerevisiaemetabolic networks,
while section V lists advantages and disadvantages of the
approach outlining possible future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Computation of elementary flux modes is accomplished
using the Nullspace Algorithm [4] which was derived from
an equivalent algorithm for the enumeration of the extreme
rays in a polyhedral cone [7]. The Nullspace Algorithm can
also be utilized to compute T-invariants in Petri Nets [8], since
T-invariants represent an analogous concept to elementary
modes.

Elementary flux modes have wide application in biochem-
ical engineering, biochemistry and drug discovery. They may
be used to study the cellular capability and yield of the
target metabolites [3], establish cellular regulatory behavior
[9], estimate overall flux distribution in a cell [10], [11], [12],
[13] or perform rational microorganism strain design deciding
how to manipulate genes to attain increased production of the
target metabolite in a cell [14].

A. Serial Nullspace Algorithm

Algorithm 1 illustrates the steps of the serial Nullspace
Algorithm. For the stoichiometry matrixNm×q, which is
given in its reduced form after removing network redundan-
cies ([4], [15]), the initial nullspace matrix (basis for right
nullspace)Rq×(q−m) is computed. The stoichiometry and
nullspace matrices are reorganized so that both are in the
row-reduced echelon form, with the upperq − m rows of
the nullspace matrix being an identity matrix. These upper
rows correspond to reactions whose flux values already satisfy
all the constraints and can be conveniently stored as bits to
reduce the memory footprint. The lower part is the real-valued
matrix R

(real)
(m)×(q−m). In this paper we assume for simplicity

that all reactions are irreversible, splitting every reversible
reaction into two irreversible components. In each iteration,
the Nullspace Algorithm imposes the non-negativity constraint
on the next reaction one by one from those corresponding to
the lastm rows in the nullspace matrix. Each iteration results
in the generation of new candidate modes (columns) in the
nullspace matrix leading to its column-wise expansion.

Letting currReac be the index of the current reaction being
processed, the generation of candidate columns (lines4 and
5 of Alg. 1) consists in combining each existing mode with
a positive coefficient for thecurrReacth reaction with each
mode with a negative coefficient, to form a new putative mode
with a zero coefficient. This reaction corresponds to the first
row of the matrix R

(real)
(q−currReac+1)×nEms

. The next steps
in the Algorithm 1 check all the resulting putative modes,
eliminating those that fail uniqueness and rank tests (lines
6 and 7). Once candidate columns are unique, they are run



Algorithm 3: [EFM ]=NullspaceAlgParallelGA(N ,R)

Input:
reduced stoichiometry matrix(Nm×q);

initial right nullspace matrix Rq×(q−m) =

[

R
(bit)
(q−m)×(q−m)

R
(real)
(m)×(q−m)

]

Output:
matrix of bit-valued elementary flux modesEFMq×nEms

1: CREATE(R(GA,bit)

(q−m)×(q−m)); initialize to R
(bit)

(q−m)×(q−m)

2: CREATE(R(GA,real)
m×(q−m)); initialize to R

(real)
m×(q−m)

3: nEms = q −m
4: for currReac = q −m+ 1 to q do
5: {for convenience we will omit the subscript fromR(GA,bit)

(currReac−1)×nEms
andR(GA,real)

(q−currReac+1)×nEms
}

6: [pInd(GA), nInd(GA), zInd(GA)] = ScanRealValuedEfmGA(currReac,R(GA,real))
7: [cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)] = GenerateCandsGA(currReac, pInd(GA), nInd(GA), R(GA,bit))
8: [cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)] = LocalPruneCandModesGA(cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC), R(GA,bit))
9: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)] = GlobalPruneCandModesGA(currReac, cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC), R(GA,bit))

10: [R(GA,bit), R(GA,real)] = ExpandEfmGA(R(GA,bit), R(GA,real), pInd(GA), nInd(GA), zInd(GA), currReac, cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA))
11: end for
12: return R(GA,bit)

through the algebraic rank test ([4], [16]) which computes the
rank of the submatrix of the stoichiometry matrixN . The old
columns with a zero coefficient for thecurrReacth reaction
are simply passed to the next iteration. Since all reactionshave
been made irreversible, the columns with negative coefficients
for the currReacth reaction are dropped prior to moving to
the next iteration step. Finally, valid elementary flux modes are
appended as new columns to the current nullspace matrixR

(line 8). In the next iteration, the first row ofR(real) becomes
the last row ofR(bit), replacing each real value with a single
bit indicating whether it is non-zero.

B. Parallelization of Nullspace Algorithm

Several approaches to parallelizing the Nullspace Algorithm
have been proposed and implemented earlier. In EFMTool
([17]), a shared-memory parallelization of the Nullspace Al-
gorithm is implemented in Java. It utilizes the combina-
torial admission test by efficiently scanning new candidate
modes against a bit-pattern trees of columns with positive
and negative coefficients. Alternatively, a distributed-memory
parallelization has been proposed as the Combinatorial Parallel
Nullspace Algorithm (Alg.2) [16]. Parallel portions of this
algorithm are in lines5 and8 where parallel generation of can-
didate modes and global merge and elimination of duplicate
candidate modes is performed. While this method attains good
load balancing and time scalability, it has limited memory
scalability since the nullspace matrix is replicated across all
processors, limiting the size of the metabolic network which
may be fed to the algorithm. Another way to parallelize the
Nullspace Algorithm based on a divide-and-conquer approach
was proposed in [18] and later implemented and explored
([19]). However, this method requires the selection of an
optimal subset of reactions on which to partition the problem
into subproblems of equal computational complexity.

III. M ETHODS

A. Global Arrays Library

The Global Arrays library [20], [21], [22] provides a shared-
memory view of the data on a distributed-memory computing
platform. It was designed to complement the message-passing
model and allows the combination of the shared-memory and
distributed-memory programming styles. The Global Arrays
library allows the creation of data in the form of a global array
data structure whose portions are distributed across processors,
and every processor is aware of its “remote” and “local” parts.
Elements are accessed by means of indexing only, where each
processor can access any part of the distributed data, without
explicitly requesting the cooperation with other processes. This
one-sided asynchronous communication is facilitated using the
Aggregate Remote Memory Copy Interface (ARMCI) library
[23]. Hence, Global Arrays makes a distributed memory
system into a virtual, shared-memory NUMA system.

The Global Arrays library provides operations for ini-
tialization and termination of the environment, creation and
destruction of arrays, one-sided communication operations,
interprocess synchronization, collective array operations, util-
ity operations, mirrored arrays, processor groups, sparsedata
operations and interfaces to third party software packages.
Global Arrays is designed to support use of C and Fortran-77,
as well as bindings for C++ and Python.

B. Parallel Nullspace Algorithm using Global Arrays

The Nullspace Algorithm may be redesigned to utilize
Global Arrays library and represent as global arrays those
data structures which were replicated across all processors in
the Combinatorial Parallel Nullspace Algorithm (Algorithm
2). To facilitate understanding of the pseudocode outlined in
this paper, for data structure X we use the superscript notation
X(GA) to denote that it is a global array distributed across all
the processors, andX(LC) stands for ”local copy” available:



TABLE I: Results of running Algorithm3 on metabolic networks ofS. cerevisiae

Time (sec)
#EM # cand. EM

8p 16p 32p 64p 128p
original generate candidate modes 156.277 79.067 43.514 23.98 19.293

62 × 78(31) local prune . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.193 17.051 11.224 8.381 6.991
compressed global prune . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.538 7.147 5.963 6.726 8.534 1,515,315 116,864,715,755
35 × 54(17) append . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.056 0.755 0.519 0.400 0.385

misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.008 0.019 0.444 0.455 0.326
total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191.095 104.051 61.270 39.945 35.531

64p 128p 256p 512p 1024p
original generate candidate modes 1348.135 740.007 455.919 499.337 1061.334

62 × 80(31) local prune . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1316.965 979.306 819.404 742.346 679.683
compressed global prune . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.266 125.281 133.199 136.688 180.026 13,322,4648,032,689,186,974
38 × 57(19) append . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.292 2.570 2.505 2.663 3.522

misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.491 0.513 0.836 1.873 2.374
total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2754.173 1847.689 1411.869 1382.910 1926.941

512p 1024p 2048p
original generate candidate modes 3177.5642908.849 4547.499

63 × 83(34) local prune . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2852.662 2266.930 1997.479
compressed global prune . . . . . . . . . . . . 72.552 80.616 114.432 68,868,60266,144,590,373,585
40 × 61(23) append . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.801 5.668 8.199

misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.579 1.743 1.575
total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6107.177 5263.820 6669.199

TABLE II: Results of running Algorithm2 on metabolic networks ofS. cerevisiae

Time (sec)
#EM # cand. EM

8p 16p 32p 64p 128p
original generate candidate modes 239.519 119.939 60.098 30.959 15.277

62 × 78(31) local prune . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.068 10.958 6.990 5.035 4.017
compressed global prune . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.711 15.725 13.344 14.202 14.392 1,515,315 116,864,715,755
35 × 54(17) append . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.356 0.368 0.353 0.370 0.352

misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.076 3.874 2.100 1.134 0.699
total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274.858 150.995 83.022 51.836 34.871

64p 128p 256p 512p 1024p
original generate candidate modes 2204.6421104.309 552.119 279.801 141.765

62 × 80(31) local prune . . . . . . . . . . . . . 761.254 588.728 484.476 443.023 423.616
compressed global prune . . . . . . . . . . . . 66.803 72.888 77.400 81.676 88.132 13,322,4648,032,689,186,974
38 × 57(19) append . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.053 4.095 4.512 4.818 5.071

misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164.615 83.045 43.155 26.470 11.605
total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3201.386 1853.075 1161.666 835.791 670.190

TABLE III: Usage data of the Global Arrays collective oper-
ations in the run of Algorithm3 on the 83-reaction metabolic
network ofS. cerevisiae

call mean value per processor 512p 1024p 2048p
# of calls 7,509.07 14,600.10 28,900.05

GET # of processors per call 2.26 2.13 2.21
bytes remotely sent (MB) 142.489 131.597 126.015

# of calls 7,749.42 14,829.79 29,110.74
GATHER # of processors per call 5.30 4.30 3.41

bytes remotely sent (MB) 636.339 439.076 340.712
# of calls 237.48 206.75 178.95

PUT # of processors per call 1.83 1.88 1.94
bytes remotely sent (MB) 10.717 5.347 2.674

# of calls 254.12 227.06 197.03
SCATTER # of processors per call 63.05 73.11 77.51

bytes remotely sent (MB) 16.292 8.141 4.066

data which either resides locally or has been fetched from
other processors. Global arrays are created for bit-valuedand
real-valued nullspace matrices (R(GA,bit) andR(GA,real)), arrays
of indices of positive, negative and zero columns (pInd(GA),
nInd(GA), zInd(GA)) in the current nullspace matrix, and
arrays of pairs of indices of columns which generate ad-
missible candidate modes (cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)). Algo-
rithm 3 gives a high level description of the parallelization
using global arrays. Given the initial nullspace matrix, we

create global arraysR(GA,bit)
(q−m)×(q−m) and R

(GA,real)
m×(q−m) which

represent bit-valued (upper) and real-valued (lower) matrices.
In every iteration step, the top row of the real-valued part
of the nullspace matrix is scanned for positive, negative
and zero elements (ScanRealValuedEfmGA in Alg. 7) to
determine indices of positive, negative and zero nullspace
matrix columns, respectively. Furthermore, the global arrays
of indices of positive and negative columns are used in
every processor to fetch the respective columns and gener-
ate candidate columns (GenerateCandsGA in Alg. 8). The
columns are, as earlier shown, pruned for the maximal allowed
number of non-zero elements. ProcedureGenerateCandsGA

returns local arrays of indices of positive and negative columns
in cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC) which can then be locally pruned
by eliminating those pairs of indices which generate dupli-
cate candidate columns and running the algebraic rank test
(LocalPruneCandModesGA in Alg. 9). The resulting arrays
of pairs of indices is then pruned globally to eliminate those
pairs of indices which generate duplicate column modes
(GlobalPruneCandModesGA in Alg. 10). The global removal
of duplicates is comprised of first running parallel radix-sort
(RadixSortColumnModesGA in Alg. 11) on the bit-columns
generated by the arrays of pairs of indices. Parallel radix-sort
differs from the serial radix-sort in the portion of the algorithm
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Figure 4: Physical (VmRSS) and virtual memory (VmSize)
mean usage per processor in the run of Algorithm2 and3 on
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Figure 5: Physical (VmRSS) and virtual memory (VmSize)
mean usage per processor in the run of Algorithms2 and 3
on the 80-reactionS. cerevisiaemetabolic network

which uses counting sort. Counting sort is parallelized using
prefix scan to determine new positions of the local elements
in the global array. For an appropriate bucket sizewidth=8
or 16, which is observed at every iteration, counts are stored
in an array of length2width. Sorting bit columns across
width-bit portions is performed innumBits

width
steps for each

numBits-bit word in a column, wherenumBits=32 or
64. The sorted array of pairs of indices is then scanned to
retain only the pairs of indices generating unique bit-column
modes (UniqueColumnModesGA in Alg. 12). Once this is
complete, the two global arraysR(GA,bit) and R(GA,real) are
scanned to eliminate negative columns, i.e. those indexed by
elements innInd(GA), in order to enforce the irreversibility
constraint. Finally, the globally pruned and unique column
modes are appended to the two global arraysR(GA,bit) and
R(GA,real) (ExpandEfmGA). Due to limited space we omit the
details forExpandEfmGA, since it takes only a small fraction
of the total execution time.

The Algorithms sketched here use the collective op-
erations in the Global Array library, denoted here as
CREATE/DESTROY, PUT/GET andSCATTER/GATHER.
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Figure 6: Physical (VmRSS) and virtual memory (VmSize)
mean usage per processor in the run of Algorithm3 on the
83-reactionS. cerevisiaemetabolic network

IV. RESULTS

Implementation was tested on HP Linux cluster with 1,091
HP ProLiant BL280c G6 blade servers, each with two-socket,
quad-core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon X5560 “Nehalem EP” proces-
sors sharing 24 GB of system memory, with a 40-gigabit QDR
InfiniBand (IB) interconnect. The Global Array library and
elementary mode software were compiled using Intel C++
compiler 12.1.2 (compatible with gcc 4.3.0) and Platform
MPI 8.0 for Linux. In addition, the Global Array library was
compiled to support communication over the InfiniBand net-
work. Algorithms were implemented using C++ and Standard
Template Library.

The HP Linux Cluster utilized was configured so that all
processor cores per compute node would have to be used
during the run, hence the smallest usable processor count
was 8. We decided to use 2 GB of memory per each of
the 8 available processor cores. If for the specified number
of processors and the metabolic network model, the memory
requirements per processor exceeded available memory or if
it took excessively long to complete the computation of the
elementary flux modes, we decided to adopt a larger minimal
processor count for the run of Algorithms 2 and 3 (80- and
83- reaction networks).

The elementary flux modes were computed for the
metabolic networks of the central metabolism ofS. cerevisiae
supporting anaerobic (62 metabolites/78 reactions) and aerobic
(62 metabolites/80 reactions and 63 metabolites/83 reactions)
growth [16], [19]. In this paper, we refer to these three
networks by their number of reactions as 78-, 80- and 83-
reaction networks. The run of Algorithm3 on the three
networks resulted in the computation of 1,515,315, 13,322,464
and 68,868,602 elementary modes, respectively. Results of
this computation using up to 2048 processors are given in
Table I. In the first column of the table we report both
the dimensions of the original and the reduced stoichiometry



matrix, since the Nullspace Algorithm is run over the reduced
network. To illustrate the complexity of the problem, in the
last column we cite the number of intermediate candidates
generated during computation before the pruning steps. In the
rank tests (procedureLocalPruneCandModesGA), the default
LU matrix decomposition was used. However, for the 80- and
83- reaction networks, LU gave occasional erroneous rank
values, hence we resorted to the more numerically robust SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition) at a slight extra expense.

The computation of the elementary modes in the 83-reaction
network using the parallel Nullspace Algorithm using Global
Arrays is an improvement as we were previously unable to
solely use the Combinatorial Parallel Nullspace Algorithm
(Algorithm 2) for its computation. Instead, the Combinato-
rial Parallel Nullspace Algorithm had to be combined with
the divide-and-conquer approach [19] to reduce the memory
footprint and complete the computation. In addition, due to
an earlier implementation error we report here the number of
modes corrected from what appeared in [19].

For comparison, TableII gives timing results for the ex-
ecution of the Combinatorial Parallel Nullspace Algorithm
(Algorithm 2) on 78- and 80- reaction networks. Algorithm
3 consistently performs better in the case of the 78-reaction
networks as the processor count goes from 8 to 128. However,
situation is different in the case of the 80- reaction network
where Algorithm3 exhibits deteriorating time scalability com-
pared to the Algorithm2 as it transitions from 256 to 512
processors. As is going to be shown in the sequel, this was the
price paid to attain an improved memory scalability achieved
by using Global Arrays in Algorithm3.

By the design of the Nullspace Algorithm, we expect
that with the increase of used processors and well attained
load balancing by means of the interleaved generation of
candidates, the generation of candidate modes and the local
pruning steps will scale down in time and memory usage.
The remaining parts of the algorithm (e.g. global pruning and
the expansion of the current nullspace matrix) may see an
insignificant increase in the computation time. We do observe
this trend in the 78- and 80-reaction networks, except in
the cases when moving from 64 to 128 processors and 128
to 256 processors, respectively. These expectations are less
evident in the case of the 83-reaction network, as in going
from 1024 to 2048 processors the time for the generation of
candidate modes almost doubled, which probably occurs due
to the increased communication volume and cost. To explain
this behavior a more thorough profiling and monitoring of
the communication and memory usage will need to be done.
Usage data of the collective operationsGET/GATHER and
PUT/SCATTER in the Global Array library was collected
using theprintStats() function and presented in the
Table III . For each of the four used collective operations the
table reports the mean value per processor of the (1) number
of calls performed (2) number of processors participating
in the operation (3) amount of data sent/received remotely.
Prior to analyzing the degrading scalability in the run on the
83-reaction network and during the transition from 1024 to

2048 processors, it is important to note that the scalability
of the local pruning part of the algorithm depends on the
successful scalability of the generation of candidate modes
portion. Accordingly, it is important to analyze separately the
load balancing and scalability of theGenerateCandsGA
routine.

While the number ofGET andGATHER calls scales up with
the number of processors, the total amount of data sent per
processor usingGET andGATHER does not scale down with
the same factor. On the other side, while the total amount
of data sent usingPUT andSCATTER scales down with the
increase of the number of processors, the number of calls of
respective operations does not scale up with the same factor.
We also noticed that the share of data used in all collective
operations that is sent locally is just a very small fraction
of the total data. The deteriorating scalability of the routine
GenerateCandsGA shown for the 83-reaction network is
likely caused by the performance of theGET and GATHER
functions and poorly exploited locality.

To track the memory usage, we read the values of the size
of the physical and virtual memory (VmRSS and VmSize
fields from the/proc/pid/status files of each of the
running processes, respectively) and plot the mean value. The
two values are sampled at the end of the last iteration of the
Nullspace Algorithm. Figures4 and5 show the memory usage
data for the case of the 78- and 80- reaction yeast networks
as sampled during the runs of Algorithms2 and3. Similarly,
Figure6 shows theVmRSS andVmSize values for the case of
the run of Algorithm3 on the 83-reaction yeast network, as we
were unable to fit this metabolic network model as input to the
Algorithm 2. As profiled, the Global Arrays implementation
attains significantly better physical memory scalability,unlike
the MPI-only based implementation in Algorithm2 where
the scalability is negligible. The reported virtual memory
size is significantly larger in the case of the Global Arrays
implementation, but it should not be of concern since that
corresponds to the heap and stack memory reserved by the
Memory Allocator of the Global Arrays library during the
initialization of the environment.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed and implemented a parallel Nullspace Algo-
rithm for the computation of elementary flux modes using
the Global Arrays library. To the extent possible, we merged
design concepts from the earlier MPI-only based implemen-
tation, the Combinatorial Parallel Nullspace Algorithm [16],
where interleaved generation of candidates yielded good time
scalability and load balancing, with the capability and conve-
nience of the Global Arrays to uniformly partition the data
across all processors. This effort was countered by the need
to communicate the large amount of data between processors
which in methods such asGET andGATHER did not scale as
expected. We were able to compute the elementary flux modes
on a large yeast metabolic network that was too large to fit
in the previous MPI-only implementation. This computation



was performed using 512 processors and yielded close to 70
million elementary flux modes.

Our further efforts will be to explore third party profiling
tools which may aid in the reorganization of the communica-
tion between the processors, as well as to better exploit the
locality and processor adjacency, and to reduce the amount
of data sent using collective operations of the Global Arrays
library. Adding to the difficulty in profiling this Global Arrays
based implementation was the existence of the intermediate
ARMCI communication layer. We also plan to add the feature
of out-of-core computation.
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APPENDIX – DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONS

Algorithm 7: [pInd(GA), nInd(GA), zInd(GA)] = ScanRealValuedEfmGA(currReac,R(GA,real))
Input:

currently processed reaction-row- currReac

global array of real-valued part of current right nullspacematrix - R(GA,real)

(q−currReac+1)×nEms

Output:
global arrays of indices of positive, negative and zero columns- pInd(GA), nInd(GA), zInd(GA)

1: at processorprocId:
2: numLocalCols = min((procId+ 1) · nEms

P
, nEms)-procId · nEms

P

3: R(LC,real) = GET(R(GA,real),procId · nEms

P
. . . procId · nEms

P
+ numLocalCols)

4: scan first row inR(LC,real) to generate indicespInd(LC), nInd(LC) andzInd(LC)

5: for k = 1 to numLocalCols
6: if R(LC,real)[1, k] > 0
7: pInd(LC) = pInd(LC) ∪ {procId · nEms

P
+ k}

8: elsif R(LC,real)[1, k] < 0
9: nInd(LC) = nInd(LC) ∪ {procId · nEms

P
+ k}

10: else
11: zInd(LC) = zInd(LC) ∪ {procId · nEms

P
+ k}

12: end
13: end
14: [prefixPInd]=MPI PREFIX SUM(length(pInd(LC))
15: [prefixNInd]=MPI PREFIX SUM(length(nInd(LC))
16: [prefixZInd]=MPI PREFIX SUM(length(zInd(LC))
17: if procId == P − 1
18: totalP Ind = prefixPInd, totalNInd = prefixNInd, totalZInd = prefixZInd
19: end
20: broadcast valuestotalP Ind, totalNInd and totalZInd from processorP − 1
21: {create global arrays of positive, negative and zero columnsof length totalP Ind , totalNInd and totalZInd}
22: pInd(GA)=CREATE(totalP Ind), nInd(GA)=CREATE(totalNInd), zInd(GA)=CREATE(totalZInd)
23: PUT(pInd(GA), pInd(LC)), PUT(nInd(GA), nInd(LC)), PUT(zInd(GA), zInd(LC))
24:
25: return [pInd(GA), nInd(GA), zInd(GA)]

Algorithm 8: [cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)] = GenerateCandsGA(currReac, pInd(GA), nInd(GA), R(GA,bit))

Input:
currently processed reaction-row- currReac
global arrays of indices of positive and negative columns- pInd(GA), nInd(GA)

global array of bit-valued part of current right nullspace matrix - R(GA,bit)

Output:
local candidate mode column pairs of indices- cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)

1: at processorprocId:
2: numPosCols = min((procId+ 1) · length(pInd(GA))

P
, length(pInd(GA)))-procId · length(pInd(GA))

P

3: pIndInd = numPosCols indices to elements inpInd(GA)

4: pInd(LC) = GATHER(pInd(GA), pIndInd)
5: posCols(LC,bit) = GATHER(R(GA,bit), pInd(LC))
6: for it = 0 to P − 1

7: numNegCols = min(it · length(nInd(GA))
P

, length(nInd(GA)))-it · length(nInd(GA))
P

8: nInd(LC) = GET(nInd(GA), it · length(nInd(GA))
P

. . . it · length(nInd(GA))
P

+ numNegCols)

9: negCols(LC,bit) = GATHER(R(GA,bit), nInd(LC))
10: for s = 1 to length(pInd(LC))
11: for t = 1 to length(nInd(LC))
12: candColumn = posCols(LC,bit)[s] bit-OR negCols(LC,bit)[t]
13: if (candColumn is admissible)
14: cPInd(LC).add(pInd(LC)[s])
15: cNInd(LC).add(nInd(LC)[t])
16: end
17: end
18: end
19: end
20: return [cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)]



Algorithm 9: [cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)] = LocalPruneCandModesGA(cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC), R(GA,bit))

Input:
local pairs of indices of accepted column modes- cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)

global array of bit-valued part of current right nullspace matrix - R(GA,bit)

Output:
array of pairs of indices of accepted unique column modescPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)

1: at nodeprocId:
2: sort local pairs of indices (cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)) which generate candidate columns using serial radix-sort
3: remove pairs of indices in (cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)) which generate duplicate candidate columns in single scan

Algorithm 10: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)]=GlobalPruneCandModesGA(currReac, cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC), R(GA,bit))

Input:
currently processed reaction-row- currReac
global arrays of indices of positive and negative columns- cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC)

global array of bit-valued part of current right nullspace matrix - R(GA,bit)

Output:
local candidate mode column pairs of indices- cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)

1: at processorprocId:
2: {do prefix scan to find number of all candidate mode pairs of indices}
3: [prefixNumPairs]=MPI PREFIX SUM(length(cPInd(LC)))
4: if procId == P − 1
5: totalNumPairs = prefixNumPairs
6: end
7: broadcast valuetotalNumPairs from processorP − 1
8: cPInd(GA)=CREATE(totalNumPairs), cNInd(GA)=CREATE(totalNumPairs)
9: PUT(cPInd(GA), cPInd(LC)), PUT(cNInd(GA), cNInd(LC))

10: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)]=RadixSortColumnModesGA(currReac, cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA), R(GA,bit))
11: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)]=UniqueColumnModesGA(currReac, cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA), R(GA,bit))
12: return (cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA))



Algorithm 11: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)] = RadixSortColumnModesGA(currReac, cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA), R(GA,bit))

Input:
index of currently processed reaction-row- currReac

global arrays of pairs of indices of accepted column modes- cPInd(GA),cNInd(GA)

bit-valued part of current nullspace matrix as Global Array- R(GA,bit)

Output:
sorted global arrays of pairs of indices of accepted column modes- cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)

1: at processorprocId:
2: numLocalCols = min(procId · length(cPInd(GA))

P
, length(cPInd(GA)))-procId · length(cPInd(GA))

P

3: numBits = 32-bit or 64-bit, width = 8 or 16
4: for i = 1 to currReac

numBits

5: for j = 1 to numBits

width

6: cPInd(LC) = GET(cPInd(GA), procId · length(cPInd(GA))
P

. . . procId · length(cPInd(GA))
P

+ numLocalCols)

7: cNInd(LC) = GET(cNInd(GA), procId · length(cNInd(GA))
P

. . . procId · length(cNInd(GA))
P

+ numLocalCols)
8: R(bit,LC) = bit-OR columns inR(GA,bit) indexed bycPInd(LC) andcNInd(LC)

9: counting=scan bit interval of lengthwidth in columns ofR(bit,LC) and increment respective elements ofcounting array
10: [prefixCounting]=MPI PREFIX SUM(counting)
11: if procId == P − 1
12: totalPrefixCounting=prefixCounting
13: end
14: broadcast arraytotalPrefixCounting from processorP − 1
15: shift elements in arraytotalPrefixCounting[1 . . .K] one position to the right
16: totalPrefixCounting[k]=0
17: for k = 2 to K
18: totalPrefixCounting[k]=totalPrefixCounting[k − 1]+totalPrefixCounting[k]
19: end
20: {determine new position of local column indices in the globalarray}
21: for k = 1 to numLocalColumns
22: bitV al = width-bit sequence at positionj × width in ith word
23: columnIndPosition[k]=totalPrefixCounting[bitV al]+prefixCounting[bitV al]
24: end
25: {scatter indices incPInd(LC) andcNInd(LC) into proper positions in respective global arrays}
26: SCATTER(cPInd(GA),columnIndPosition,cPInd(LC))
27: SCATTER(cNInd(GA),columnIndPosition,cNInd(LC))
28: end
29: end
30:
31: return [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)]

Algorithm 12: [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)] = UniqueColumnModesGA(currReac, cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA), R(GA,bit))

Input:
index of currently processed reaction-row- currReac
global arrays of pairs of indices of accepted column modes- cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)

global array of bit-valued part of current nullspace matrix- R(GA,bit)

Output:
global arrays of pairs of indices generating unique accepted modes- cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)

1: at nodeprocId:
2: numLocalCols = min(procId · length(cPInd(GA))

P
, length(cPInd(GA)))-procId · length(cPInd(GA))

P

3: fetch length(cPInd(GA))
P

elements from both index arrays

4: cPInd(LC) = GET(cPInd(GA), procId · length(cPInd(GA))
P

. . . procId · length(cPInd(GA))
P

+ numLocalCols)

5: cNInd(LC) = GET(cNInd(GA), procId · length(cNInd(GA))
P

. . . procId · length(cNInd(GA))
P

+ numLocalCols)
6: scan the candidate columns which are formed by columns indexed using pairs from (cPInd(LC), cNInd(LC))
7: (uniqPosInd(LC),uniqNegInd(LC)) = unique(cPInd(LC),cNInd(LC))
8: [uniqCnt]=MPI PREFIX SUM(length(uniqPosInd(LC)))
9: broadcast valueuniqCnt from processorP − 1

10: DESTROY(cPInd(GA)), DESTROY(cNInd(GA))
11: cPInd(GA)= CREATE(uniqCnt), cNInd(GA)=CREATE(uniqCnt)
12: PUT(uniqPosInd(LC),cPInd(GA)),PUT(uniqNegInd(LC),cNInd(GA))
13:
14: return [cPInd(GA), cNInd(GA)]
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